Title word cross-reference

1 [JFJ+23], k [GHX+24], N [RKBL19, JFJ+23], z [LCZL14].
-Equivalent [LCZL14]. -to- [JFJ+23]. -way [RKBL19].
19 [FSZ+22, MKR+23, RHV24, RHvB24].
2-year [RHV24, RHvB24], 2.0 [DKD21]. 2002 [Ano02]. 2013 [HP15].
Abandoned [KCAS23]. Abbreviated [SRTR17]. ABC [SF18]. Able [HNRA20].
Abnormal [ZCL+24]. Abstract [PSZ21, XMA+14, Jac95a, Pon02].
Abstracting [Gun00]. Abstraction [AEK+16, ZNZ+23, CF03, Egy02].
Abstractions [MCM24, PSZ21, BG98, DBGU13].
Abstractive [SFC+24]. Academia [MS22].
Accelerating [LSX+24, MUB+23].
Acceleration [LHX21]. Access [LSX+24, BDL06]. Accessibility [BXL+22, SMY+24]. accommodates [YHR92].
Accounting [SM12]. Accuracy [ASNB19, CWW+20, CSFB24, ODE21, WYC+24, WWAC23].
Accurate [HSB+23, TLL+23, ZLL+23]. Achieving [BJMH02, HAB13, LBZ14].
Acknowledgement [ACM05]. ACM [NP08]. Acrobat [RFDS24]. across
[CSV13, SXX+24]. action [HN98]. Active [ASNB19, MS15]. ActivFORMS [WI23].
Activities
[HGHM23, NKL+24, SHLW21, WFW+20].
Activity [KS22, Esh06]. Activity-Based
[KS22]. activitycharts [BRG+01]. Actor
[CRRZ23]. Actor-Driven [CRRZ23]. Ada
[Dil93, Dil97, DBDS94, YTL+95]. ADAM
[GL14]. adapt [DFT13]. Adaptation
[SEM17, ZH24]. Adaptive
[BS16, CLBY18, DR11, HDG+24, RPT+22,
SMBO21, ZA22, HW14, VTA04, WI23].
Addendum [HT98]. Address [Zav04].
Addresses [ZWGX22]. Adequacy
[DDS23, GRS21, CXH23, UFG14].
Addresses [ZWGX22]. Adequacy
[DDS23, GRS+16, KFY23, KSD08].
Adequate [GGZ+15]. Admitted
[RXX+19, GLL+21]. Adonis [LYL+24].
Adopting [WT24a, WT24b, SAB+14].
Adoption [RSBO23]. Adversarial
[KL21, ZCL+24, ZZS+22]. Affected
[PLMC23, VCF21]. against
[EWS14, GSC24, IC14, LZS+24, ZWS23].
Age [PHS+24]. Agents [BT24, MPR06].
Aggregation [SPAS21]. aggregator
[BPT10]. Agile [RFDS24, Rus21, CF10].
agnostic [DLSC23]. AI
[MFHB+22, OHDB92, PHS+24]. AI-based
[OHDB92, MFBF+22]. Aide
[PWB23]. Aide-mémoire [PWB23]. aided
[SB06]. AIOps [LJL+20, LLS+21, LRL+22].
Algebra [ZB13]. Algebraic
[SZH+19, HRD08, PPP04]. algebras
[BCD02]. Algorithm
[CYM+24, LD24, ZMC+24, BS07, YHR92].
Algorithms [DBNG15, ARL+15, HT17,
HT98, HVT98, KK93]. aliasing [FYD+08].
Alignment [CXH23, UFG14]. Alignments
[TC20]. Alike [KFY24]. Allocation
[SMBO21]. alloy [FPB+05, MPF14, Jac02].
alone [UGKR22]. Alphabet [FDB+12].
Alternative [TTL+21]. Alternatives
[KDM17, KDM23]. Always [HDKM23].
Always-on [HDKM23]. American
[FMMB23b, FMMB23a]. Amoeba [DCS09].
among [GL11, KDM23]. Amplification
[PLP+23]. Amplifying [ZE14]. Analyses
[CST16, CTA+21, RKBL19, LS13].
Analysis
[AMS+18, AEF+16, AGRR19, AFPB23,
ASJA23, BK24, Bjo19, CCW+23, CYM+24,
CTC+23, CCXZ23, CFL+16, DG17, EHF20,
FCLL21, FTF22, FTF24, HNRA20, HLX23a,
JFJ+23, JZL+19b, JA22, KJHY22, LRKF22,
LCZL14, LASA24, LHX21, DDCG18, LM24,
MGTR18, PHS+24, PBCT10, RHV24,
RHB24, SEM17, SBS+23, SGD15, SLB+21,
TDL+24, VUL+18, WWY+23, YXX+23,
YXM+17, YBL15, ZHS+23, ZSC+23,
ZHXZ24, ZYW+21, BPB9, BGO+14, CS12,
Ck96, CK99, Cor00, CSX08, DRW96, Dev99,
DBDS94, DCCN04, For94, GL14, GM01,
GSH97, HKMB+14, Hi06, HH95, HZZ13,
HT98, HVT98, HN98, LH08, LH20, MRR05,
NP08, OO92, PTY95, PG12, RM03,
Rom08, SG+14, Sne96, SBR06, TPT13,
WP93, XCKX13, YLY+25, YBL13, FPA07,
MVM07]. analyze [CFM00]. Analyzing
[LTX19, OL22, DFG00]. Anatomy
[SGBW22]. Anchor [WWY+23]. Android
[ABC+22, GHM18, GJS+23, LVBBC+18,
LZK+24, MCKG24, PLP+23, PGZ+20,
RMCT22, SLB+21, SCL+23, WCG+21,
ZLW+21, ZSL+22, ZYW+21]. annotation
[KATS12]. annotation-based [KATS12].
Annotations [IC14, ODE21].
announcement [SPAK10]. Announcing
[PEZ23]. Anomalies [ZH+21]. Anomaly
[XAY23]. Ansible [RPBW21]. Answer
[GXLG21, YHG+24]. answering [KM10].
Anti [MS22]. Anti-patterns [MS22].
Apache [APF22, MHF02]. API
[AR19, ARG17, HSX+24, LLL+24, PDHR23,
SIB23, UKR21, WJZ+23, XSA+24, ZYW+21].
APIRec [LLT+24]. APIRO [SIB23]. APIs
[AG22, BLS+23, GZB24, HCJ+24, LZF+24,
MZA22, SPK14, ZA22, ZBA23, ZA23,
ZAL+23]. Apollo [KFCF24]. App
[Cai20, CCH+21, GZX+22, HDG+24,
JZL+19a, NPB22, WCG+21]. APPL
[SHO95]. APPL/A [SHO95].
[HAY+23, HGC+22, HQM+23, KAT12, LWWM22, MS15, QHM+23, VLJ+18, WYW+22, CYA22, DF899a, DF899b, HZB+24, MGMM11, PKMY24, WYMW20, WXL+21, WMW+23, ZMC+24].

Awareness [PHS+24, SSZ+23].


Based [AB12, ARL+15, ASMP16, AFHC22, BMM+17, BC23, CLL+22, CYM+24, DDE11, DTC+24, EMM24, FFM24, GZX+22, GGZ+15, GCH+24, JZL+19b, KS22, KCMS24, LXL+22, LHX21, MWP+21, MFJ+22, OKS+16, SMBO21, SGD15, SNM23, SKY+23, SVDB23, TLP+22, TSPR18, WB13, WXP+23, WJZ+23, XHL+24, XLD+24, YXX+17, ZTP+23, ZA22, ZAL+23, ZLW+21, ZYW+21, AAP+20, AG22, ABC+22, AVAS23, AFPB23, BGdv92, BCTW96, BLBB24, BT22, CCS24, CPM13, CDSM10, CY11, CCX+20, CL23b, Cia93, CMCP+99, CPRRM03, CW98, CZ19, DLP+24, DBGU13, DBPU13, FPPSS23, GGGU21, GHX+24, GCC+24, Ham09, HLX23a, HAB13, JWC+24, KFY+24, KAT12, KKL+02, KKP+22, Kip92, KK04, Kuh99, DLP+24, LHX21, MMST14, Mem08, MB07, MS03, MG00, MPF14, NLR+23, OKS+24, OBP+21, PBO07, PZS+20, PBC24, QNR13, RXX+19, RKBL19, SLJW24, SSO6, SGE00, SB02].

Based [Sue96, TZZ99, TPT13, THHB06, TD01, TK02, UKM04, WAF00, WXL+21, WSG+23, WI23, XM07, XCKX13, XAY23, XL20, YDX+24, YXZ+23, YHC13, ZYL+23, ZZZ+23, ZFM+24, ZZX+21, OHDB92].

Baseline [SP18, WQM15]. Bash [DLT+23].

basis [AG97, AG98]. Battling [LZS+24].

Bayesian [FTF22, PLM15, SMY19]. BDD [LH08, ZZC+23]. BDD-based [LH08, ZZC+23]. Be [CL23b]. Behavior [FDB+12, DDGR18, MAKM22, SS02, DBGU13, LK14, MG00, PP93, UKM04].

Behavior-consistent [SS02]. Behavioral [CZ19, GLFW22]. Behaviors [TZW+23, IWY00]. Behaviour [CCS24].


between [CHX23, Gun00]. Beyond [GWD+21, WYC+24]. Bias [CZSH23, HDKM23]. Biases [YLM+23].


Boa [DNRN15]. Bookkeeping [HSB+23].


bound [CM08]. Boundaries [CSV13].

boundary [Hie06]. Bounded [PMS13].


Conflicts

Conformance

Confounding

Conjunction

ConMem

Connection

Consent

Considered

Consistency

Consolidation

Constitutes

Constraint

Constructs

Contradictions

Contributions

Contributor

Contributor-Abandoned

Control

Control-flow

Controllers

Controlled

Controller

Controllers

Correct

Correctness

Correlation

Correlations

Correspondence

Corrigenda

Cost

Cost-Effective

Countermeasures

Coupling

Coverage

Coverage-Based

Coverage-directed

Coverage-guided

COVID

CPU

Craftsmanship

Crash

Crash-Triggering

Crasher

Creation

Criteria

Critical

Cross

Cross-Language

Cross-modal

Cross-Project

crosscutting
Crowdtesting [SGL12, MVM07].
Crowdworker [WYMW20].
Crucial [BPSSA22].
Cryptographic [XSA24, ZMC24, DFG00].
CSCW [KAT12].
CSP [SLZ13].
Curriculum [XAY23].
customizable [Dev99].
CVEs [XCS22].
Cyber [CYA22, MSM24, MCM24, SGR23, XAY23, XTW23, ZTP23].
Cyber-Physical [MCM24, ZTP23, CYA22, MSM24, XAY23, XTW23].
Cycle [VCF21].

Dahl [Ano02].
DAISY [ZHS23].
Dark [MCKG24, ZJ97].
DARWIN [QRLV12].

Data [BHH16, BLBB23, BLBB24, CYA22, CCY21, CTC23, CCXZ23, DBP17, DLY23, FTF22, FTF24, GSYT21, HPH23a, HPH23b, HGC22, KDM17, LM24, LLS21, NWS21, NBB15, SSB20, TG24, TTL21, ZHS23, BCC21, BG98, CW98, FK96, For94, OSH04, TZZ09, WGG13].

Data-Driven [TG24].

Data-flow [CCXZ23].

Data-Flow-Guided [HPH23a, HPH23b].

Data-Intensive [NWS21].

Database [MKW15, CF03, PWX14, WGSD07].

Databases [AG20].

dataflow [KSD08, HPH23a, HPH23b].

Dataset [YHL22].

Datasets [UGK22].

Date [OL22].

David [Ros13b].

DC [GRS16].

Deadlines [DBNG15].

Deadlock [ABB21, DBDSS94].

Dealing [BMC23].

Deallocation [CCXZ23].

Deboating [HLX23a, SVDHB23].

Debt [RXX21].

Debts [GLL21].

Debug [MWP21].

Debugger [PBC24].

Debugger-based [PBC24].

Debugging [CM215, FPBS23, FSP213, JO15, MQLR16, ZNZ23, AM04, HRD08, OSH04, PBC24, QRLV12].

Deceiving [KFY24].

Decentralized [EHF20, ML00].

Deciding [SGD15].

Decision [HGWW216, JWC24, KDM23, XLW22].

Decision-making [KDM23].

Decisions [AMGBK22, LLS21, SGR23, AM11].

Decompiled [GLY23].

Decomposition [BSA22, CCRZ23].

decoupling [BTI14].

deduction [FS93].


DeepPatch [WWAC23].

DeepWukong [CWH21].

Defect [FAP22, GLH24, KS20, NXL22, ZYL18, SM12].

Defective [VCF21].

Defined [FFM24].

Defining [TG23].

deGraphCS [ZYL23].

Degree [FMMH14].

Degree-of-knowledge [FMMH14].

Delivery [GJS23, ZTP23].

Delta [HT98, HVT98].

DeltaDroid [GJS23].

Demystifying [SCL23].

Denoising [BXX20].

Depended [VCP23].

Dependence [FCLL21, PXJ17, Dil97, SHR01, SRK06].

dependences [Jac95a, OSH04].

dependencies [BOG14, Gun00, Rob08].

Dependency [JCSA23, RCHA23, SEM17, CY11, GL14].

dependency-based [CY11].

dependency-driven [GL14].

Deployed [AV11].

Deployment [BSOM24].

Depth [XCS22, SBB23, ZLC24].

Derive [YBL15, XM08].

derived [IWY00].

Description [Bjo19, DvdHT05, DJ97].

Descriptions [GCX22, JZL19a, YXZ23, AAG95, BAD08, WJI0].

descriptors [DER10].

DESEN [KAS20].

Deserialization [SBB23].

Desert [Rei99].

Design [AROK21, AMGBK22, BPT10].
CCX^+20, EK11, HDKM23, KDM23, LSN^+23, LSBN24, Lin22, DDGR18, MFFL12, SGR^+15, TG24, BM07, BO92, BRRP05, BFN^+14, TSC06, CR94, FBC^+13, FP02, GGLT07, LL00, MRK^+97, RS09, SS06, SB06, SGR^+10, YTL^+95, ZB13. 

Diagnosis [NLR11]. 

Detecting [AVY11, CWH23, FSZ23, RHvB24, YZP24]. 

Developers [CXH23, FSZ^+22, NMA^+23, NKL^+24, PZS^+20, PLZ^+22, RHV24, RHvB24, YZP^+22, ZWCH21]. 

Developing [HRD08, TAA^+19, ZJW03, ZOJH21, MGMM11]. 

Development [BFFG19, BSA22, CFl^+16, GTD21, KRM24, KCM2S2, LKR22, LCS^+22, LSB^+23, MNB^+22, MKR^+23, MS15, PDHR23, RFDS24, SMY^+24, TG23, ZCT18, AM11, DvdHT05, EAS08, ELN^+92, GJ08, KK93, MFF02, PSV01, SCK13, TW08]. 

development-oriented [AM11]. 

Deviated [TZW^+23], deviations [CDFG96]. 

device [HHC^+24, HDKM23]. 

Devices [LSZ^+24]. 

diagnosis [NLR11]. 

diagram [BP05]. 

Diagrams [AB23, BM13, Egy02, Esh06, LK14]. 

DiaPro [CST16]. 

Differ [JA22]. 

Differentiable [FYW24]. 

Differential [LHW^+24, MQLR16, NWZ^+23, TCDZ19]. 

DIG [NKWF14]. 

Digital [XAY23]. 

Digraphs [EM15]. 

Dijkstra [An02]. 

DIRE [DLY^+23]. 

Directed [SDL23, YPRK14, NWZ^+23]. 

discipline [KLV05]. 

Discoverability [ACSA23]. 

Discovering [CW98, GL11]. 

Discovery [Boh18, SPK14, ZHS^+23, ZZW^+23, GL14]. 

Discrepancies [XX^+24]. 

discrete [Ost99]. 

Discrimination [ZS23]. 

Discussions [HEZ21]. 

Disengagement [GHX24]. 

Dissecting [FM23]. 

Distinguishing [HT17]. 

Distributed [BL^+20, DD22, FCL21, GTD21, Hie14, LG^+23, TG11, WME93, KKH3, MU00]. 

Distribution [DDS23, HG^+22, HZB^+24, TS09]. 

Distribution-Aware [HG^+22, HZB^+24]. 

Diversifying [MJS^+21]. 

Diversity [XHL^+24, HAB13]. 

DNN [FPBS23, HGX^+24a, SLW24, TZW^+23]. 

DNN-based [FPBS23, SLW24]. 

DNNs [FPAP23, KFY24]. 

Do [CMM^+15, CXL22, CL23a, JA22, LYYC14, PLZ^+22, SURL11, YZP^+22, ZWL^+24, CAC08]. 

Docker [RSB23]. 

Dockerfile [ZZL^+24]. 

Documentation [CXH23, HCW^+22, UKR21, TBS09]. 

Documenting [SGR^+15]. 

documents [SMT92]. 

Does [CXH^+21, FSM^+15]. 

Domain [ASNB19, BJ019, BMC^+23, HZS08, OFS24, YDX^+24, ZE14, ZH24, BJMH02, BAD08, Hie09, JW94, SS06, ZAW92]. 

Domain-Specific [OFS24, HZS08, BJMH02, SS06]. 

domain-testing [JW94]. 

Domains [GHX24, Hie09]. 

Done [POR23]. 

Dormant [FA22]. 

Double [For94]. 

DRIVE [ZZL^+24]. 

Driven [CCR23, CLBY18, DG17, FFM24, ...]
Ensemble [UGKR22]. Ensuring [SEM17].

Entity [HSX+24]. Entry [BLBB23, BLBB24]. environment [ATW94, Bre95, FGMP03, Kli93, MRK+97, Rei99, RVMRM04, SN92, TY92].

Environments [BKD+23, ACF97, DHW98, ELN+92, KK93, Kli93, MGP+13, PJJHR10, PWD+99].

equations [BRG+01, KGA+12].

Equivalence [LH02, MGTR18, DSV03]. Equivalent [LCZL14]. Era [LCG+23].

ERC [MRO+23]. Errata [AG98]. Error [TG24, Kuh99, TK02]. errors [TD01, ZAW92].


Estimation [CWW+20, KS22, LSNB24, RPM+99, SP18, WOM15, ZFL+22, MY13, TZZ09].

Estimator [KS20].

Ethereum [ASJA23, CXLG22, MRO+23, PORH23, WWZ+22, ZOJJH21, ZCZ+23].

Ethics [PHS+24]. Evaluate [KDM23, MGP+13].

Evaluating [KFY23, LH08, TAA+19, WGG13].

Evaluation [AAP+20, FMMB23b, FMMB23a, FA14, HCW+22, KDM17, MS15, RWEB19, SBMK21, SMBK22, YLM+23, YHH+22, ZWJ+22, CAC08, DBSD94, KK93, MBH09, XCKX13].

evaluation [SM12].

Event [ASMP16, BCTW96, CW98, DBPU13, Mem08].

Event-Based [ASMP16, BCTW96, CW98, DBPU13].

Events [FPBS23]. every [LYYC14].

Evolution [Cal20, DR11, DKD21, KDM23, OSD+23, LSH23, RM03, RVMRM04, SN92, SYL+23, TBBH06, WGG13].

Evolutionary [HLL+16, YB20, Hen97, MBH09].

evolvability [CS12].

Evolving [OSD+23, DCS09, RQLV12].

EvoMaster [ARC19, ZAA22, ZAL+23].

EvoSuite [FA14].

Exact [HKMB+14].

Examination [ZYL+18].

Examining [MAK22].

Example [LKR22, WWJ+24].

Examples [BS16, ZCL+24].

Exception [CMP13, ZE14, RM03].

Executables [AEK+16].

Execution [CPCT21, KPC18, SBBL23, TDD+22, WCB+20, YPRK14, AM04, DIL93, DHW98, SMAC08].

Exeuctions [BLX+20, EM18, PSW+20].

Exhaustive [ML23].

Existing [AG22].

Expansion [GCH+24].

Experience [CMCP+99, YTL+95].

Experiential [SMY+24].

Experiment [OL22, PSZ21, BFN+14]. Experimental [CMM+15, DO93, DBDS94, OLR+96, SMT92].

Experiments [SGR+15, Han09, YBL13].

expert [CF10, Kip02]. Explainability [RXX+19].

Explainable [WPX+23].

Explaining [JCNS24, NA24].

Explanation [FPBS23].

Explicit [BHB16].

Explicit-Data [BBH16].

Exploiting [GPCC15].

Exploits [SBBL23].

Exploration [CS22, ZRG23, QRR13].

Explorations [PBU16].

Exploratory [GZW+23, TBL+21].

Exploring [CCW+23, MZQ+23, RCEA23, SLWZ24].

Exposing [LBZ14].

expressions [KGA+12].

Expressive [TG11, BLW09, WJ10].

Extended [EM15, EM18, ZE14, LY05].

extensibility [BJMH02].

Extensible [TG11].

Extension [PKMY24].

External [GL14].

Extracting [KM10].

Extraction [ASNB19, AFPS23, ASJA23, BXZ+20, GWD+21, HSX+24, YXZ+23, MN96].

Extractive [SFC+24].

Extractive-and-Abstractive [SFC+24].

extractors [MNGL98].
Functions
[BCGB21, FFM24, Hie09, MPG+13, VKV03].
Future [Pez24b]. FuzzBench
[FFM23b, FMM23a]. Fuzzer
[HPH23a, HPH23b]. Fuzzers [LZS+24].
Fuzzing [DGZ24, HQM+23, LZS+24, LHW+24, LSX+24, NKL+24, QHM+23, ZKW+23a, ZKW+23b, ZBA23, ZA23, ZAL+23, ZMC+24]. Fuzzy
[FFM23b, FMM23a].

Game [NMA+23]. Gas [ZOJH21]. General
[LWC+23, CCX11]. Generalizable
[DLSC23]. Generated
[CMM+15, FFM24, LS13, WGS07].
Generating [ARG17, DRW96, GXG+20, HT17, IC14, SSB20, YJW+20, Kli93].
Generation [Arc19, AG20, BFFG19, DTC+24, EMM24, FA14, FSN+15, GZX+22, GSYT21, GCH+24, HLL+20, HAB+20, HCC+22, JCN24, KFY24, LCT+23, LHW+24, MZ22, MGTR18, SMBO21, SWW+24, WXL+21, XH+24, XVN22, YZY+24, ZA22, ZZZ+22, ZWT+24, vdBV96, EF05, FK96, FRB+06, HZS08, PWX14].
Generation-based [LHW+24]. Generative
[KAT12]. Generator [NKWF14, D093].
Generic [CWM+20, LL00]. Genetic
[DBNG15, YXK+17]. GENOA [Dev99].
Git [YZP+22]. GitHub
[BYTS23, BAJA28, WBRH23]. Gitter
[EHEZ21].
Global
[ABB+18, CFT+16, WFF+19, ZLS+23]. Go
[CL22, GLL+23]. Goals [BBS16, DBPU13].
Good [SWW+24, YZ24].
Google
[CCH+21]. governed [MUN00]. GQM
[FLM+98]. Graded [Ban23]. grained
[BRR01, DL13, PGZ+20]. grammars
[KGA+12]. grammarware [KLV05]. Graph
[ARL+15, CWH+21, DLP+24, DLSC23, HLLX+23b, LD24, MBMK22, PTH95, TG23, WPX+23, YFD+23, ZYL+23, MGG98]. graphical [DKM+94, KMR+97].

GraphPrior [DLP+24]. graphs [SRK06].
GreASE [dFLSV14]. Greenkeeper
[RACH23]. Grid [EMM24]. Grid-Based
[EMM24]. Group [BSA22, ZWS23].
growth [JMS08]. guarantee [CAC08].
Guaranteeing [ALMS22]. Guarantees
[OBH24]. GUI
[ABC+22, Mem08, XM07, XM08].
GUI-based [XM07]. Guide
[HAB+20].
Guided
[CLBY18, GGH+23, HPH23a, PWX14, SDG+24, WRD+22, ZLS+23, ZZW+23, HPH23b, LCT+23, TCDZ19, ZHZ22].
Guidelines [FTF22, GZG+15, GLW22].
Guiding [CL23a]. GUIs
[HDG+24, LVBB21].

HAMPI [KGA+12]. handle [LJYC14].
handlers [CMP13]. Handling
[AG20, ZE14]. Hard [LSB24, CAC08].
Harmful [CL23b]. Hazard [FPBS23].
Hazard-triggering [FPBS23]. HCSP
[YJW+20]. healing [CMP13]. Health
[LM24]. Heap [LKR22]. Help [FSM+15].
Helpfulness [KCMS24]. Heterogeneous
[CLMP+24, SX+24, WSG+23, MU00].
Heuristic [CM23, ZHO+18, ZZX21].
Heuristics [ZBA23]. Hidden [SCL+23].
Hierarchical
[CGZ23, HZB+24, JEB+23, YWC16, B092, SLD+13, W110].
hierarchies [CCX11]. hierarchy
[BM13, DFB99b, DFB99b, LY05].
hierarchy-aware [DFB99a, DFB99b]. high
[CF03]. high-quality [CF03]. Higher
[GS21, IWF03, XTW+23].
Higher-Order
[GS21, IWF03, XTW+23]. Highly
[AMS+18]. HINNPerf [CGZ23].
Hippodrome [CTC+23]. History
[ARG17, OPK+21, FM94]. History-based
[OPK+21]. history-checking [FM94]. Hoc
[CDP21]. Holistic [FDC+21]. Home
[FSZ+22, MKR+23]. Horus [LSX+24].
Host [LSX+24]. Host-VM [LSX+24].
hosts [MPR06], HOTTest [SS06], Human [HGHM23, HCW+22, NKL+24, SPAS21, YXK+17, CDFG96], human-centered [CDFG96], Humans [KFY24], Hybrid [GXSC21, GHS97, JEB+23, ZMM+16, CRST12, CSX08], HybridCISave [JS23], Hybridized [BBS16], Hyper [ZHO+18], Hyper-Heuristic [ZH0+18], Hypermutation [ZA22], Hyperparameter [LLSM22], hypotheses [Hie02, Hie09], Hypothesis [WSG23].

iBiR [KKP+23], ICSE [MP14, Pez24a], IDE [XVN22], Identification [BAJA23, DZV+23, GHM18, GLL+23, PKMY24, STDB23, SYL+23, WRD+22, WC23, ZCZ+23, ZSW+22], Identifier [SRTR17, ZLL+23], Identify [HNRA20], Identifying [CDKP21, GLL+21, MVM07, NA24], Identity [ZQS+23], IFDS [HLX23a], IFDS-based [HLX23a], III [MKS+15], Image [CCX+20, TZW+23], Images [RSBO23], Impact [AHGZ23, CST16, ELvdH+05, FAP22, FTF24, LLSM22, LLS+21, MZW+23, PVHW17, Tiw08, ZLW+21, EAS08, MA14, RSB05, SGG+14], Impact-Driven [PVHW17], Impacts [TDT+22], Implementation [KDM17, Lin22, ZCT18, ZMC+24, BO92, BPT10, LH08, SB02, WWL+23], Implementations [GZSW19, NWZ+23, TTL+21, TCDZ19], implementing [CDP04], implicit [SPAK10], implied [UKM04], Important [LXL+22, YZY+24], Improve [ABC+22, CCH+21, VHNF22], Improved [CST16], Improvement [CXH+21, WWAC23, SR05], Improving [ASNB19, BGO+14, Cai20, DTC+24, JYZ+24, PWB23, WYMW20, YHL+22, ZH24, DPT13, GJ08, L02], In-Depth [XCS+22, SBBL23, ZXL14], In-IDE [XVN22], In-Process [WYW+22], Inclusive [SMY+24], Incoming [Pez19d], Incompatibility [XGF+23], Incompatible [LZF+24], Inconsistencies [WBRH23, CDFG96, GZ05], inconsistent [HN98], Incorporating [SZZ+23, YDX+24], Incredible [Pez24a], Incremental [DPB17, UKM04, YPRK14, KK93, KF07], incrementally [KKLS02], Independent [WHP+23], Index [An096, TPT13], index-sensitive [TPT13], Indicators [AAP+20], Induced [ZHS+23], Inductive [ASJDW21, BG96], Industrial [HAY+23, OKS+16, ZAL+23, CMCP+99, FLM+98, SR05], Industrially [VHNF22], Industry [MS22, SER24], Industry-Academia [MS22], Inference [CSFB24, HYX+24, NBB15, SMY19], Inferred [LZL+23], Inference [EM18, MG00, RO18], Inflow [ZMM+16], Influence [HGHM23, RSBO23, Sin10], Influential [ZLS+23], Information [CXH23, FSP+13, RFR23, SXX+24, WCB+20, ZLP+24, DFOT07, FBC+13, GSH97, MP09, PGM12, TZZ09, THHB06, Wey96, YHC13], information-theoretic [YHC13], informed [YHG+24], infrastructures [BDL06], inheritance [KKLS02], inheritance-based [KKLS02], Injection [KKP+23], Inline [HGD+23], Inlining [JFJ+23], inner [SAB+14], Input [DLP+24, DDS23, EMM24, KFY24], Insight [SLWZ24], inspections [BFN+14, PSM98], Inspired [FNT+24], installability [VD13], Instances [SGR+15], instruction [AM04], IntDroid [ZYM+21], Integer [DLRA15, XL20], Integrated [YB20, CTCC98, ELN+92, PWD+99, SCK13], Integrating [BFFG19, FRB+06, SBS+23, GSH97], Integration [HMW23, JS23, ZTP+23, BCTW96, BHR95, SN92, YHR92], Integrity [MKW15], Intellectual [CSV13], Inteigent [PLM15], Intended [GZW+23], Intensive [NWB+18], Intent [YXM+23].
Inter [SEM17]. Inter- [SEM17].
Interaction [GRT09, SYA21]. Interaction [AB12, CGZ23, DDS23, MU00].
Interchangeability [DPT13]. Interface [FSZ21, CL94]. Interfaces [IC14, BRRP05, BTL14]. Interleaving [SDG+24]. International [NP08, MP14].
Internet [YBZK21]. Interpretable [YFD+23, ZWS23]. Interpretation [LRL+22, WCG+21, CSC06]. interpreters [BP05]. Interpreting [ZZX+21].
Interprocedural [OO92, SHR01, For94]. Interval [SMY19, CDSM10, DKM+94]. interval-based [CDSM10]. Interventions [RPT+22]. Interview [ZTP+23].
Interview-Based [ZTP+23]. Interviews [FHS+24]. Intimacy [ZWW+24]. Intra- [SEM17]. Intra-Component [SEM17].
investigating [HBB+09, CXLG22, JFJ+23]. Investigation [CL23a, LRCS14, WWZ+22, MC08].
iSENSE2.0 [WYMW20]. Isolation [JZL+19b]. ISSTA [NP08, HP15]. Issue [AHGZ23, HP15, MP14, PWB23]. Issues [LCL+23, Pez23, Pez24b]. items [Gun00].
iterative [For94].
J [TS09]. J-Orchestra [TS09]. Java [BS07, BLS+23, Cor00, HRD08, KM10, LTX19, MR05, MAL24, PBC24, RD15, SBBL23, SRTR17, SGHM23, SVDHB23, TS09, WHP+23, XR13].
knowledge-based [KK04, MG00]. Knowledge-Guided [ZZW+23]. Kristen [Ano02]. Kubernetes [RSBP23].
Landscapes [TZZ+23]. Language [AROK21, CSFB24, DLT+23, HSX+24, HYX+24, KJHY22, LMY+24, LLZ+22, WB13, WJZ+23, XVN22, BGdV92, CL94, CFM00, GZ05, JPL98, SHO95, TY92, WAF00, MRRR02]. language-based [BGdV92, WAF00]. Languages [Bjs19, CXH23, FTF22, FTF24, BJMH02, BHR95, CDSM10, DvodHT05, HZS08, KSD08, RSB05, vdBV96]. Larch [CL94].
Larch/Smalltalk [CL94]. Large [BNB14, DNRN15, FA14, KASA23, KCM02, LKL+20, LLZ+22, MNB+22, MAL24, RFDS24, RUS21, WT24a, WT24b, YZP+22, MC08, PSV01]. Large-Scale [BNB14, FA14, LLZ+22, MAL24, RFDS24, WT24a, WT24b, MNB+22, RUS21, YZP+22, PSV01]. Latency [WLC+23]. latent [BGO+14]. Lattice [DDE11].
Lattice-Based [DDE11]. Law [MU00]. Law-governed [MU00]. laws [LSV08].

Learning-based [BLBB24, BT22, JYJ+24, ZFM+24, ZZX+21]. legacy [THHB06]. Less [PBU16].
Lessons [RCAH23]. Level [BNB14, DG18, QWG+23, AM04, CCRZ23, CTCC98, CUIH24, GLL+23, KS08, LWC+23, LYL+24, MMST14, Sin10, SXX+24]. levels [CTC01]. Leveraging [AGH23, CH21, HCJ+24, LLY+24, VCM21].
Lightweight [GHM18, MN96, Jia02].

Local [ABB+18, TC20, ZLS+23, ZWGX22].
Localisation [YUX+17]. Localization [AFHC22, HMW23, JWC+24, KMYK19, NAF+23, TSPRC18, ZLS+23, MA14, XCKX13, YHC13]. locating [TD01]. Location [RWEB19, PGM12, ZZZ+06].
Logging [DTC+24]. Logic [BM+17, XLD+22, DMM+94, PMS13, TPT13, ZS97].
Logic-Based [BM+17]. logical [FGL+17, MS94]. Logics [DDDM22, DJ97].
Longitudinal [JEB+23, RHV24, RVH24].
Look [HH+24, MCKG24, ZWZ+24].
looking [Not13, Ros13a]. loop [BHL11].

LSCs [MHK11]. LTL [BLS11]. Lunch [RCAH23].

Machine [BLBB23, CLL+22, CZSH23, DKD21, DTC+24, HDM23, LLLM23, OFS24, RFR23, SSW+24, TWB+19, ZLW+21].
Machine-Learning-Based [ZLW+21].
Maintainability [KDM17, KDM23].
Making [SGR+23, KDM23]. Malware [Cai20, GHM18, WCG+21, ZLY+21, ZY+21].
Managed [NB+18]. Management [MP+22, WYM20, ZQS+23, DFOT07, ELDH+05, Jez99]. Managers [SGR+23].
Manually [FFM24]. Many [HLL+16, HLL+20, MKS+15, XZZL18].

Many-Objective [HLL+16, HLL+20, MKS+15, XZZL18].

Mapping [HDG+24, HCL+24, KRM24].

Markov [HGW+16, WP93]. Marple [LS13].

Marts [BCC+01]. Masked [GZSW19, GSC21].

Mastering [SPAS21]. Matching [ABC+22, LKRF22, LWD+24, WAH23, ZW95, ZW97].

Matching-based [ABC+22]. Math [SPK14]. math.h [BCGB21], math.h [Ros13b].

Mathematical [VHNF22]. MC [GRS+16], MC/DC [GRS+16]. MDD [MPG+13]. MDE [AB23].


Measurement [PGZ+20, XSA+24, GD08, MGP+13].

Measures [MCB+23, PSW+20].

Measuring [BSA22, CLMPS+24, DDD23, MP09, ZSHD20, CW99]. mechanism [MU00, WAF00]. mémoire [PWB23].

Memoriam [Ros13b]. Memory [AEK+16, CSB+24, CYM+24, CCXZ23, JPS22, LSX+24, NWB+18, PWB23, WWY23, XCS+22, XR13].

Memory-related [CSB+24].


Meta [ZHO+18, Kli93, HZS08]. Meta- [ZHO+18]. meta-AspectJ [HZS08].

meta-environment [Kli93].

Metaconstrains [DDMM22].


Metamorphic [SDLC23, SDG+24].

Method [AB12, CUHH24, CF10, HGD+23, OL22, WWL+23, YZY+24, BRRP05, MG00, MM13]. Method-level [CUHH24].

Method-Method [AB12].

Methodological [GLFW22]. Methodology [LBZ14, CTC01, DCS09, FGL+12, FRB+06, HGS93, KSD08, MPR+13, MM11, RBL+01, SCK13, ZJW03].

Methods [CZSH23, GGHM24, KRM24, KCAS23, SX+24, VBZ+18, ZCL+24, CMCP+99, DFOT07, DBDS94, Rs21]. Metric [AB12, VHNF22, GCC+24, PMS13].


Microservices [CCRZ23]. middleware [EAS08, MPR06, VTA04]. Migration [CSW21, SPK14]. millions [MPG+13].

Mixed [GXG+20]. Minimal [NL11].


Missing [GCX+22, SWW+24, ZWL+22, MM13].

Mitigating [PBC24]. Mitigation [CZSH23, MA14]. Mixed [GGHM24, KCAS23, Rs21].

Mixed-Methods [KCAS23, Rs21]. Mixin [SB02]. Mobile [ETM22, JZL+19a, LCS+23, RMP97, ZE14, CFM00, FGMP03, FC00, MR99, PRM01]. Mobility [JZL+19b, MPR06, PRM01]. Mock [ZTW+24]. Mockups [RST+14]. modal [WGS+23]. Mode [MCKG24]. Model [ALMS22, AFHC22, ASNB19, BS16, BDL06, BS07, BHB16, CCS24, CXH+21, CSFB24, DG17, DPRO23, EBE+14, GRS+16, GZW+23, GTD21, HGX+24b, HSX+24, HYX+24, JYZ+24, LKRF22, DGD+19, LCT+23, LSLMM22, LGC+23, DDGR18, MMST14, NBB15, OPK+21, PVHW17, LDUD13, Rs21, TSPRC18, WWAC23, WI23, WOM15, YZY+24, BKM07, BGL00, CS12, Cal95, CDEG03, CW99, Di09, DH06, FGMP03, HAB13, JGB12, KF07, LL00, MS03, MN96, MPR06, ML00, NLR11,
noninterference [DFG00]. notation [FP02, Jac02]. notations [BP05, CD04].
Notebook [LASA24]. Notebooks [LLG23].
Notkin [Ros13b]. Novice [CZ19]. NPC [XLW+22]. npm [ACSA23, RCH23].
Nygaard [Ano02].

Obfuscation [GHM18]. Obfuscation-Resilient [GHM18].
Obituary [Ano02]. Object [AB12, GGGU21, HLX23a, LHX21, MS94, TG11, WWL+23, Cal95, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94, Jac02, MRR05, RS09, RM03, SSB2, SB02].
Object-Oriented [AB12, MS94, WWL+23, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94, RS09, RM03, SB02].
Object-Sensitive [HLX23a, LHX21]. objected [DFB99a]. objected-oriented [DFB99b]. Objective [CLBY18, HLL+16, HLL+20, LVBBC+18, MKS+15, SHLW21, TAA+19, XZZL18, ZHO+18, BGD+23, CLZ+23, SYA21, XL20].
Objectives [CL2a]. Objects [ZWT+24]. obliviousness [HE13]. OBSERV [TY92].

Open-Source [BSA22, KCAS23, KCAS24, LMY+24, PLZ+22, RGCS14, JEB+23, WYC+24, Sin10]. OpenStack [BSOM24, ZLT+22]. Operational [SZH+19].
Options [ZKW+23a, ZKW+23b]. Oracles [WPB19, XM07]. Orchestra [TS09]. Order [GXSC21, GSC24, SDG15, LFW03, TPT13, XTWW+23].
Organizational [JEB+23, DCS09]. Organized [ZWCH21].
Orientation [WWY+23]. Oriented [AB12, QWG+23, ZSL+13, AM11, CTCC98, CT01, CWM+23, CSC06, DFB99a, DFB99b, DF94, DR10, FGL+12, HE13, DGK1, MS94, ODV+09, RS09, RM03, SB02, SGR+10, WWL+23].
Overfitting [IRKY24]. Overflow [DLRA15, ARG+17, GGGU21, HLL+20, HZX+24, W1J+23, YZP+22, ZWCH21].
Overhead [RCH23]. overlapping [HaK92].

PACE [BK24]. Pacemaker [BZSW14].
TWB+19, ZSW+22. **Patching** [CCVLW23]. **Path** [DDE11, GSYT21, QNR13, SGD15, TDL+24, TP+13, XL+22, LS13, SR06]. **Path-** [TPT13]. **Path-Sensitive** [SGD15]. **Paths** [VWC16]. **Pattern** [CZ19, SGR+15, WAH23]. **Pattern-based** [CZ19]. **Patterns** [KAS20, LZX+23, DDGR18, MS22, ZB13]. **Peer** [RGCS14]. **Penetration** [MAKM22]. **Perceive** [NMA+23]. **Perception** [KSF24]. **Performance** [BK24, CL23a, CGZ23, CFL+16, GHX+24, JYZ+24, LLS22, LLS+21, RXX+19, ZHZ+21, Tiw08]. **Person** [ZSHD20]. **Personality** [CL22]. **Personalized** [ZL13]. **Perspective** [BXL+22, FSP+13, HGHM23, LGC+23, ZYY+24]. **Perspective** [MZ09, XCY10]. **Phase** [JGB12, ZHC24]. **Philosophies** [MSW12]. **Phones** [HDG+24]. **Phrase** [YXZ+23]. **Phrase-based** [YXZ+23]. **Physical** [MCM24, ZTP+23, CYA22, MSM+24, XAY23, XTW+23]. **Pied** [MRO+23]. **Pied-Piper** [MRO+23]. **pilot** [XM08]. **Piper** [MRO+23]. **PL** [DL11]. **Place** [MS15]. **Place-Aware** [MS15]. **Planet** [WCJL23]. **Planning** [CSW21, OL22, ZHO+18]. **Plasticity** [BT22]. **Platform** [EHEZZ21, LJJ+20, LSH23, PORH23, ZOJH21]. **Platforms** [DZV+23]. **Platys** [MS15]. **Play** [CCH+21]. **Plugins** [LSH23]. **Plus** [DTC+24]. **Point** [BCGB21, BTI14]. **Pointer** [HLX23a, LH21]. **pointers** [OSH04]. **points** [LH08, MRR05]. **points-to** [LH08, MRR05]. **Poison** [LLZ+24]. **Policies** [BBS16, BKHT21, BLW09]. **Polychronous** [GGLT07]. **Polynomial** [NKWF14]. **Ponzi** [ZCZ+23]. **Popular** [CCH+21]. **Poracle** [IRKY24]. **Portfolio** [MPG+13]. **Post** [CDKP21, JMS08, JYZ+24]. **Post-release** [JMS08]. **Post-training** [JYZ+24]. **Posteriori** [DG17]. **Posts** [ARG17, GXL+23, HZX+24]. **Potentially** [ZXLC14]. **Power** [GSC24, LSV08]. **Powered** [ZOHJ21, CCY+21]. **Practical** [BCGB21, CWW+20, HB22, LYL+24, SZH+19, SSB20, YXX+23]. **Practice** [BUB23, BXL+22, OFS24, ELvdH+05]. **Practices** [BKHT21, SER24, WHP+23, ZTP+23]. **Practitioner** [BXL+22, HGHM23, PHS+24]. **Pragmatic** [HW12]. **Pre** [GZW+23, LLL+23, LLL+24, LLZ+22, WWL+23]. **Pre-implementation** [WWL+23]. **Pre-Trained** [GZW+23, LLL+23, LLL+24]. **Pre-Training** [LLZ+22]. **Precise** [AB12, KMYK19, LRC214, WWY+23, XR13, ZZZ+23]. **Precision** [LHX+21, PSW+20]. **Precision-Preserving** [LHX+21]. **Predict** [FHS+24]. **Predicting** [AHGZ23, CM23, LLL+20, LM24, MBH+17, TLP+22, ZHH+21]. **Prediction** [BK24, CYA22, CXH+21, CGZ23, CUH24, FAP22, GLH+24, NXL+22, SMY19, TLL+23, WWL+23, YKY+23, ZLL+23, ZL13, ZYL+18, ZXLC14]. **Predictions** [ZZX+21]. **Predictive** [KJHY22, LRC214, YXL+22, HZZ13]. **Preference** [PLP+23]. **Preference-wise** [PLP+23]. **preliminary** [YTL+95]. **Presence** [FYD+08, FC00, Hie02, OSH04]. **Preservation** [IRKY24]. **Preserving** [LHX+21, YHR22]. **Prevalence** [MA14, ZLT+22]. **PRIME** [PFD+99, MGM11]. **Principles** [Bjo19]. **Prioritisation** [RFR23]. **Prioritization** [BKD+23, CCW+23, DLP+24, EM15, HZZ+14, ZYY+21, ZCH22, YHC13]. **Privacy** [BBS16, ML0]. **Pro** [YDX+24]. **Proactive** [SMBK22]. **Probabilistic** [EM18, LSN+23, LSNB24, PBU16, JGB12]. **Probable** [XW22]. **Problem** [IRKY24, SKBD14, XL20, HMK+14, MY13]. **Problematizing** [RFDS24]. **Problems** [CUHH24, ZA23]. **procedure** [BHR95, MGP+13]. **Procedures** [LSX+24]. **Process** [BCFM06, PVWH17, LDUD13, TG23, TC20, WWY+22, ACF97, BCD02, ...
BAD08, CW99, DHW98, GRT09, JPL98, ODV+09, PWD+99, SR05, SHO95. 

process-centered [ACF97].

process-integrated [PWD+99].

process-oriented [ODV+09]. Processes [HGW+16, Cia93, CW98, DCS09, FGMP03].

Processing [PORH23, ZFL+22, LLZ+24, ATW94, Bre95].

Product [CTA+21, DL11, FHS+24, HLL+16, HLL+20, KRM24, XZZL18, XHL+24, ZCT18, BJM02, KATS12, MC08].

product-lines [BJMH02]. Production [SYL+23, TBS92]. Productivity [RHV+24, RHvB24].

profiling [XR13]. Program [ASJDW21, BHR95, BK24, CH21, GWD+21, GRS+16, IRKY24, LZL+23, MTRK14, RKL+19, SBS+23, TZD+24, XW22, YWC16, YLM+23, YB20, ZFL+22, ZKW+23a, ZKW+23b, ZFM+24, ZH24, BG96, BG07, BG98, DBG13, EF05, GN93, HZS08, KM10, LH02, OSH04, SLB+21, YHR92].

Programmed [EKL+19]. Programmer [DAL+23]. Programming [AFY+22, DBNG15, BXX+20, CWM+20, CXH23, FYW24, FTF22, FTF24, KS20, KAT12, MZ09, SP18, TLLZ24, WWL+23, WWJ+24, XL20, YXK+17, HE13, KL93, RB05, SHO95]. Programs [BCGB21, BK23, CXXZ23, EK11, GXSC21, GSYT21, HJC+24, IC14, KMYK19, LKR22, NBMK22, SDG+24, WWAC23, Yu23, CTCC98, CF03, Cor00, DF94, FC00, HZZ13, MP09, PTY95, QRLV12, SMAC08, TS09, YTL+95].

Progressed [GLL+21, ZYL+18]. Project [CM23, LM24, PW23, ZYL+18, Sin10].

Projects [MQRL16].


Proof [FC00, RO18], proofs [KKLS02].

Propagation [HDKM23]. Properties [DPR03, EHF20, LBZ14, LLSM22, CK99, DCCN04, FBP+05, JGB12, Sin10, SGE00].

Property [CSV13, DDE11, NBB15].

Prospective [POz22]. Protecting [LZS+24, ML00, ZG3X22]. Protocol [LZS+24, Ber94, Pet97]. Proocols [GGGU21, CJM00, DFG00, PBCT10].

prototyping [TY92]. Prove [RO18].

provenance [MGMM11]. provenance-aware [MGMM11]. Proving [AB23], psc2code [BXX+20].

Psychometrics [GLFW22], PTT [LTT+24], PTT-APIRec [LTT+24].

Publication [DR15]. Pull [BYST23, KCS3, KCSM24, MUB+23, PWB23].

Pull-Based [KCSM24].

Protocols [BXX24], purely [FBP+05].

PVs [MPF14], PyPI [GHXZ24], Python [BLS+23, HAB+20].

Q&A [UKR21, YHG+24], Q8A [GXLG21].

QoS [VTA04]. QoS-enabled [VTA04].

Qualitative [AMS+18, DZV+23]. Quality [AAP+20, CM23, CDK+21, CWM+23, FTF22, HCC+22, MBH+17, PLMC23, RSBO3, XHL+24, CF03, GL14, MGP+13].

Quality-Diversity [XHL+24].

Quality-oriented [CWM+23].

Quantifying [GZS+21], Quantitative [ZC+23]. quantitatively [CW99].


Quo [WFF+19], QuoTe [CWM+23]. QVM [AVY11].

Race [CTC+23, JPS22, RD15]. Random [EMM24, TAA+19]. Randomization [ZG3X22], Ranges [LST+23], Rank [KMYK19]. Rationale [ZLT+22, FBC+13, YTL+95]. RCR
[FMMB23a, HQM*23, RHvB24, WT24b, ZKW*23b]. Re [ZWGX22, KRM24].

Re-Randomization [ZWGX22].

Reachability
[LHX21, ZHXZ24, CK96, CK99, PTY95].

Reachability-guided [ZHXZ24].

Reactions [BYTS23]. reactive [FS93].

Real [Liu22]. Real
[LSN*23, LSBN24, MCKG24, TLJZ24, Cal95, FM94, FP02, GGLT07, MRK*97, Ost99, Pon02, SLD*13, WME93].

Real-Time
[LSN*23, TLJZ24, LSBN24, Cal95, FM94, FP02, GGLT07, MRK*97, Ost99, Pon02, SLD*13, WME93].

Real-world [MCKG24]. Reality [KRM24].

Realizable [TDL*24]. Really
[FSM*15, YZF*22].

Reasoning
[EBE*14, FPB*05, GZ05, PRM01, CAC08, HN98, RMP97, VTA04]. Recall [PSW*20].

RecDroid [ZSL*22]. Reducing
[HSB*23]. Recommendation
[GXLG21, GXL*23, GCC*24, LLT*24, SIB23, WYW*22, YHG*24].

Recommendations
[OPK*21, PDHR23].

Recommenders
[AM11]. Recommending
[DR11, JLZ*19a, SYA21, STS*18].

recompilation
[ATW94, Bre95].

Recomposition
[BBS16]. Reconciling
[SN92]. Recovering
[DFOT07]. Recovery
[LYL*24]. reduce [Cor00]. reduced
[Ber94, Pet97]. Reducing
[AM11].

Reduction
[TZD*24, ZWL*22, DBDS94].

Redundancy
[CGPP15, SLWZ24, HZZ13].

Reengineering
[Sne96, CF03]. Refactor
[PZS*20]. Refactoring
[AB23, DG18, FSP*13, LLG23, OKS*16, TDT*22, VBZ*18, SGL12]. Refactorings
[PLZ*22]. referees [ACM05]. reference
[BCC92]. Refinement
[ASJDD21, Ban23, ZNZ*23, Ost99].

refinements
[SB02]. Reflection
[LTX19, Pez22, SLB*21].

Reformulations
[RR23]. region
[DER10].

RegionTrack
[MWP*21]. regression
[BRR01, GHK*01, Mem08, RH97, REM*04].

regular
[KG*12]. Regulation
[KAS20].

Regulatory
[GL11]. Refining
[Jez99].

reimplementation
[CF03].

Reinforcement
[BT22, BT24, FCLL21, GCC*24, RMCT22].

Reject
[PLZ*22]. related
[CSB*24, HGHM23]. Relatedness
[MB15].

Relation
[HSX*24]. Relational
[MWK15, FPB*05]. Relationships
[HB22].

Relative
[HAB*20, MB20]. Relaxation
[BLBB24]. Relaxed
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